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Online social networks have now become the most popular platforms for people to share information with

others. Along with this, there is a serious threat to individuals’ privacy. In the proposed system, a trust-based mechanism to
realize collaborative privacy management. Basically, a user decides whether or not to post a data item based on the aggregated
opinion of all involved users. The trust values between users are used to weight users’ opinions, and the values are updated
according to users’ privacy loss. Moreover, the user can make a trade-of between data sharing and privacy preserving by
tuning the parameter of the proposed mechanism. If any of the hacker hack the database of the user, the information or photos
that are shared between the users are get hacked. To provide the better security for the database, Secured Hash Algorithm is
introduced and it avoids the hacking of password in the database. The proposed system mainly focuses on the privacy
management on photo sharing and password protection. It plays the two-level protection on the social networks
Index Terms—social trust, voting scheme, multi-armed bandit, collaborative privacy management, online social network

Introduction
It‟s obvious that people are more likely to use online social

users have been made used by the online social networks to
find the difference between official and unofficial users.

networks such as Google+, Twitter and Facebook for their

The power of a Facebook user to determine the exposure

needs to connect with the society. It has become common for

of his or her data to friend for particular groups or everyone is a

people to upload and post information about the daily events in

great example of improved authority over the accessibility of

text, photos and video format in this types of social network

the data.

sites. Such posts may involve sensational information of the

These privacy measures taken by recent online social

user who posted the data or of other persons. In case, the data is

networks apply restriction only on the users who need to access

exposed to some unofficial persons, security of the user‟s data

other user's data. Despite, there is no governance over the users

will be on risk. Privacy problem is one of the major point of

who upload the particular data. This may lead to the users

study concerning the usage of social network sites.

posting data and breaking the privacy policy rules without any

It's a great responsibility of the service providers of these

motive. For example, consider a person A uploading a photo of

sites to form methods for protecting the uses data from being

himself dancing with person B. Here, person A has posted the

hacked. meanwhile the users also can decide their own data

photo consciously. But, it is not sure that person be has full will

access by making use of the privacy setting facilities provided

on posting the particular photo. So, the privacy of person B is

by the social network sites. The level of privacy of the person

in risk as the post is out of B's consciousness. Here the person

using a social network site will be clearly explained by the

A unintentionally violates the privacy policy of the online

particular site including the information of whom can access

social

the data and this information‟s are collectively named as

Complication is that the picture which is posted is co-owned by

privacy policy. The information of the relationship between

both A and B. In online social networks it is common for two

network

and

person

B

suffers

privacy

issue.

or more persons owning same photo. Maintaining privacy
31
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policy needs a good cooperation between multiple users of

Likewise, user wants more trust if he or she follows and

same post.

prospects the opinions of others. Now, it gets total

Managing the cooperation between the users has become

responsibility for the user to lose or gain their trust value, thus

a challenge for online social networks. First the problems

he or she becomes alert while posting data thereby securing the

arising in the privacy of the users must be studied well and then

privacy of the user involved.

corrected policies should be generated by the OSN. Privacy
policy basically interconnects the user who uses the data and all

RELATED WORK

other users to whom the owner wants the data to share with. A

Collective Privacy Management

middle person involves in gathering all the user‟s policy and

Although current OSNs do not execute limitations on the

making a collective determination through an aggregation

sharing of co-owned data, the delinquent of cooperative privacy

scheme. These developed privacy schemes do not always

management has been reviewed for a period in academia. In

assure cent percent privacy to the users, hence the conflict will

[6], Squicciarini et al. first examined this drawback by using

still exist. The method that can be used for eliminating the

game theory. To accumulate dissimilar individuals‟ privacy

conflict between data sharing and privacy protection is being

policies, they anticipated a Clark-Tax mechanism which can

the most important questions among online social networks.

inspire personalities to report their true favorites on privacy

In traditional methods a mediator lies between the user

policies. In [7], Hu et al. proposed a space segmentation

who posts data and the users who are involved in the post to

method to recognize the conflicts among individuals‟

make an effective collaboration between the users. But in this

confidentiality policies. And they anticipated a conflict

approach the posting user itself is directly in collaboration with

resolution mechanism that considers both the privacy risk and

the users who are involved in the post tense should assure that

the data sharing loss. In their trail up work [10], they expressed

the privacy is met. The past system consists of facilities where

the multiparty access control problem as a game played by

the user can upload a photo in which all the users involved are

multiple users. And an iterative update algorithm was intended

tagged in or they can be easily found out by some other

to compute the equilibrium of the game. Based on the

recognizing techniques. Here as the mediator is in between he

multiparty access control model proposed in [11], Vishwamitra

also comes to know the uses involved in the particular post.

et al. [12] proposed a model that can enable concerted control

Practically it is impossible or hard to identify or recognize the

of the personally identifiable evidence in a data item.

users involved in the post automatically. Hence we propose a

Comprehending that users are willing to consult and

system in which the user who post the data is supposed to get

make indulgences to achieve an agreement on the privacy

permission from all the users that are involved in the post. This

policy, some academics studied negotiation-based methods. In

may be considered as such trust-weighted voting scheme.

[13], Mehregan and Fong proposed a denial process in which a

Particularly whenever a data or information is to be

privacy policy is repeatedly modified until it gratifies certain

posted by a user he or she gets a vote from all the involved

availability criteria. In [8], the concessions that users may be

users which is an approval for whether the data is to be posted

disposed to make in diverse situations are demonstrated as a set

and the post is inclusive of all involved user's privacy policy.

of concession rules, and a computational mechanism is planned

The trust value lying between the user who post the data and

to solve the privacy conflicts. Studies introduced above usually

the user who is involved in the post determines the importance

accept that there is anupright mediator (e.g. the service provider

of the voting system. The time the data gets fulfilled of all

of the OSN) who distinguishes users‟ privacy policies detailed

permission through the voting system the particular data gets

for a specific data item. The final privacy policy is managed by

approved to be posted. Here, the trust value can be altered and

the mediator. While in the mechanism proposed in this paper,

it is not fixed. A user's trust on other one gets lost if the other

such a mediator is surplus to requirements. The user, who

user post data that affects the privacy of the first person.

wants to post data, is responsible to gather feedbacks from
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other involved users and make the final decision. Such
mechanism

is

more

concrete,

pondering

the

privacy

SYSTEM MODEL

management in current OSNs.

Trust-based Incentive Mechanisms
As pointed out in [14], trust plays a vital role in
network-based applications, such as peer-to-peer (P2P)
systems, resourceful mobile networks [15], [16], and online
social networks. In the analysis of OSNs, the trust relationship
between users has been investigated to protect complex data of
users [17], or to verify the user‟s identity [18]. In [19],
Sherchan et al. given a complete review of trust in the

Fig: Architecture of the proposed System
Online Social Network

framework of social networks. They considered studies on

An OSN can be characterized by an edge-labeled directed

social trust based on three criteria, namely trust data

graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set

compilation, trust assessment, and trust distribution. The

of edges. Every single vertex signifies a user. In subsequent

procedure proposed in this paper encompasses estimating the

descriptions, unless otherwise specified, we promote the two

trust values between two consumers centered on their

terms “vertex” and “user” manageable. Every single edge in the

communications.

graph denotes a correlation between two users. Let RT stand for
the set of relationship types hold up by the OSN. The edge from
user‟s vi to vj can be shown by a 3-tuple (vi, vj, rij), where rij 2
RT is the label associated with the edge. By swapping all the
directed edges in G with undirected edges, we can manage the
distance between any two users. Specifically, given a pair of
users (vi, vj), if there is a route between the two users, then the

Trust-based incentive mechanisms have been widely
deliberate in peer to peer systems to distribute with the freeriding problem. Tang et al. obtained a brief review of such
methods in [20]. So far we have only understood few literatures
applying trust to the cooperative privacy management problem.

distance dij is definite as the length of the shortest path between
user‟s vi and vj. If there is no path between user‟s vi and vj then
we define dij = 1. For example, in the graph showed in Fig. 1,
the distance between two users a and c is 1, and the distance
between a and g is 3.

In [21], Rathore and Tripathy offered a trust-based access
control method which exploits the trust values to describe
access conditions. That is, a user can stipulate the minimum
trust level that is needed for alternative user to gain access to
his/her information. In [22], Sun et al.proposed a trust-weighted
voting stratagem to combine different users‟ privacy policies.
In this paper, we also use trust values to designate how much
impact a user‟s opinion will have on the combined decision.
While, dissimilar from Sun et al.‟s work where the trust values
are secure, the trust values in the proposed mechanism are
associated to users‟ privacy damage, and hence they change
over time.

Trust Evaluation
Trust plays a crucial role in the privacy managing
mechanism anticipated in this paper. For any two user‟s vi and
vj, no matter they are directly coupled by an edge or not, we use
tij to signify the trust of user vi in user vj. We define tij 2 [0; 1].
The more user vi trusts user vj, the higher tij is.The trust of user
vj in user vi is denoted as vji. Generally, thereis vij 6= vji.
Various models have been proposed to evaluatetrust in social
networks [19], including network structurebasedmodels [23]
and interaction-based models [24]. In thispaper, we mainly
focus on how the trust between users canbe leveraged to realize
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collective privacy management. Herewe first use a simple

data item d0 we treat the consumer s as the owner and the

distance-based method to determinethe initial trust values. And

owner od as the consumer. When posting the data item d, the

in the following section, we willdiscuss how to update the trust

owner od needs to specify a privacy policy to control which

values based on the interactionsbetween users.Given a pair of

users are allowed to access.

users vi and vj , we define tij = 0 if dij =1. If the two users are

Let Uo a represent the set of consumers who get the

directly connected, namely dij = 1,tij is set to a positive constant

approval from the owner. In system, Uo a is frequently

which is determined by therelationship type r ij . For example, if

governed by the relationship type. For instance, when

user vj is user vi‟s familymember, we can set tij = 0:8; while if

redistribution a photo taken at a home party, the owner can

user vj is user vi‟scolleague, we can set tij to a lower value, say

specify that only his/her family members and relatives can view

0:6. When1 < dij< 1, we utilize the transitivity property of trust

this photo. If any unauthorized user accesses the data, the

[25],[26] to compute the trust value. Specifically, t ij is

owner will suffer a loss in privacy. Let Uo u denote the set of

computedbytij.

unauthorized users that can retrieve the data item d. Then the

Given a pair of user‟s vi and vj, we define tij = 0 if dij

privacy loss to the owner, denoted as lo, can be defined as
L0=|Uu0|ẟ0

=1. If the two users are directly connected, namely dij = 1,tij is
set to a positive constant which is determined by the
relationship type rij . For example, if user vj is user vi‟s family

TRUST-BASED COLLABORATIVE PRIVACY

member, we can set tij = 0:8; while if user vj is user vi‟s

MANAGEMENT

colleague, we can set tij to a lower value, say 0:6. When 1 < dij

As stated in Section I, in progress OSNs do not

< 1, we utilize the transitivity property of trust [25],[26] to

influence the user to ask other users for authorization of posting

compute the trust value. Specifically, tij is computedby

co-owned data items. To terminate the privacy issue instigated
by the conflicts amid the owner‟s privacy policy and the

tij = πk=1,…..,dij tpk pk+1,
(vpk,vpk+1)€Path ij

consumers‟ policies, in this segment we recommend a trustbased method that can inspire the owner to solicit the
shareholders‟thoughts and make anaggregate decision.

Multiparty Access Control
An eminent characteristic of OSNs is that they afford
expedient ways for users to share data with others. Usually, a
user can: post a data item, such as a photo, a video clip or a text
message, in his/her own space or additional user‟s space;
distribute a data item, which was formerly posted by alternative
user, by sending it in his/her own space.In either one of the
overhead two cases, we denote to the user as the owner of the
data item. Properly, given a data item d, we signify the owner
of d as od. If d encompasses multiple users, then d is co-owned
by the users. All the users related with d, except od, are
indicated to as consumers. The set of consumers is designated
by Sd. It would be noted that each one consumer S2 Sd may
retain a data item d0 which has the similar contented with d (i.e.
d0 is a duplicate of d). And if the owner od and the shareholder
s want to post data items at the same time, we contemplate the
two data items d and d0 independently, meaning that for the

Fig:

Simple

illustration

of

the

trust-based

privacy

management mechanism
Trust-Weighted Voting Scheme
Given a data item d, the subsequent owner od and the
set of participants Sd, we in view of the following two cases:1)
The owner openly posts the information without asking the
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shareholders for consent: In such a case, it is very likelythat the

TRADE-OFF BETWEEN PRIVACY PRESERVING AND

shareholders „privacy will be revealed. Take into account that

DATA SHARING

all the consumers can take in the solitude disclosure (if exists)
after d is posted. According to (3), the consumer‟ss ЄSd needs
to know Uo a to evaluate the privacy loss ls. However, generally
the set Uo a cannot be fully observed by
t’=t so g(ls)
Trust as Incentive
Above we have termed how the owner chooses
whether to post a co-owned data item. A simple design of the
proposed trust-based mechanism. The trust values are not only
used to weigh the consumers‟ votes but also reorganized with
the privacy loss of the consumers. Corresponding to the update
rule of the trust value, if the owner odposts a data item and

Fig: Algorithm for Upper Confidence Bound

obtains a privacy loss of a consumer s, the consumer‟s trust in

Based on the trust-based mechanism suggested in the

the owner will reduce. Consider that at some point in the future,

above section, we can draw the following simple conclusion: if

consumer s wants to post a data item linking owner od. Even if

the user never posts data that will disclose other users‟ privacy,

s plead with od‟s opinion, due to the low trust of consumer s in

then the user can preserve a high standing. And the user‟s

owner od, the opinion of owner od will be less valued by

privacy can be well conserved by other users, since his/her

consumer s. As an outcome, it is more likely that the

opinions are highly valued by others. However, seeing that the

concluding pronouncement of consumer s is opposite to the

core purpose of OSNs is data sharing, it is irrational to

view of owner od. In other words, the possibility that owner o d

overwhelm the sharing of co-owned data. How to accomplish a

suffers a privacy loss becomes higher. On the other hand, if the

balance between data sharing and privacy preserving is a

owner od solicits the consumers‟ opinions before posting the

significant issue in the study of data privacy [28], [29]. In this

data, then the owner may gain more trust from some of the

section, we discuss how to exploit the threshold bth familiarized

consumers. In the future, when these consumers ask owner od

in the trust-based mechanism to make a trade-off between

for authorization to post data, owner od‟s opinions will be more

privacy preserving and data sharing. Precisely, we model the

valued, and the potential privacy loss of owner od will be less.

selecting of the threshold as a multi-armed thug problem and

Above argument suggests that even though the owner is not

apply the upper confidence bound policy to find the optimal

indebted to seeking the consumers‟ opinions before posting

threshold. we evaluate whether the UCB policy can help the

data, from the viewpoint of privacy preserving, it is better for

user find a proper threshold.

the owner to do so. In [27], an evolutionary game model is
planned to analyze how users‟ outcomes on privacy protection

CONCLUSION

influence each other. The game model undertakes that

In this paper we study the privacy issue caused by the

communications of users only happen among those who are in

distribution of co-owned information in OSNs. To help the

the same community. In our delinquent setting, the owner and

owner of data cooperate with the consumers on the control of

the consumers form a special community, where the owner‟s

data sharing, we recommend a trust-based mechanism. When a

decision has direct impact on the consumers‟ privacy and

consumer is about to post a data item, the user first implores the

indirect influence on his/her own privacy.

consumers‟ views on data sharing, and then makes the final
decision by associating the aggregated outlook with a prequantified threshold. The more the user trusts a consumer, the
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more the user values the consumer‟s opinion. If a user agonizes

[6] A. C. Squicciarini, M. Shehab, and F. Paci, “Collective

a privacy loss because of the data sharing performance of

privacy managementin social networks,” in Proceedings of the

another user, then the user‟s trust in another user diminishes.

18th ACM InternationalConference on World Wide Web, April

On the otherhand, since that the user needs to balance between

2009, pp. 521–530.

data sharing and privacy preserving, we apply a bandit tactic to

[7] H. Hu, G.-J. Ahn, and J. Jorgensen, “Detecting and

tune the threshold in the proposed trust-based mechanism, so

resolving privacyconflicts for collaborative data sharing in

that the user can get a high long-turn payoff which is well-

online social networks,” inProceedings of the 27th ACM

defined as the difference between the advantage from posting

Annual Computer Security ApplicationsConference, December

data and the privacy loss caused by other users. We have led

2011, pp. 103–112.

imitations on synthetic data and real-world data to verify the

[8] J. M. Such and N. Criado, “Resolving multi-party privacy

probability of the planned methods. And by harnessing the

conflicts insocial media,” IEEE Transactions on Knowledge

proposed UCB policy to reveal the threshold, the user can get

and Data Engineering,vol. 28, no. 7, pp. 1851–1863, July 2016.

elevated payoffs than setting the threshold to a fixed or random

[9] P. Auer, N. Cesa-Bianchi, and P. Fischer, “Finite-time

value.

analysis of themultiarmed bandit problem,” Machine learning,
vol. 47, no. 2-3, pp.235–256, 2002.
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